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Our Story

We are the Barnet Family, founders of Healthcare Products, LLC. We experienced the joy and hardship of living with our grandfather, George, who endured Alzheimer's.

Through his Alzheimer's years, our family found solace by providing the proper care and attention to make his difficult moments more comfortable. In the beginning, he was able to tell us how grateful he was for our love and care to ease his suffering but in the end, we were the ones grateful to be able to provide him with the utilities to make his journey with Alzheimer's more peaceful.

Living with Alzheimer's is an extraordinary hardship because of the breathtaking, progressive nature of the disease that seem inexplicable to all of us. This sense of helplessness urged us to cultivate guidance and education on Alzheimer's. Our family is now compelled to raise the bar for Alzheimer's care throughout the world.

It started as a simple fundraiser in New York City with family and friends. The goal was to raise awareness of this, as yet, incurable disease. This fundraiser has now spread to the cities of Nashville, Palm Beach, Chicago and Los Angeles. We are now taking our quest a step further by bringing to you, The Alzheimer's Store. We hope you will utilize, as we did, the educational resources and health-related products available to make everyday life more manageable for your Loved Ones, their Caregivers and the facilities that house people with Alzheimer's and Dementia.

We are exceedingly grateful to Ellen and Mark Warner, the co-founders of The Alzheimer's Store for allowing us to further their mission of education and equipping the Alzheimer's community. When Mark first authored, "The Complete Guide To Alzheimer's Proofing Your Home", he said, "the best gift a family can give to a sufferer of Alzheimer's is profound, abiding love and the finest care."

Free Home Safety Evaluation

In addition to providing you with outstanding products and educational resources in the management of your loved ones daily care, The Alzheimer’s Store has advanced one step further by bringing to you a certified group of contractors that will “Alzheimer’s Proof Your Home.”

Each contractor is licensed and insured and has successfully met the criteria to be listed on our website as an Alzheimer's Certified Contractor. Simply use our web site or email us at contractor@alzstore.com to find an Alzheimer's Store Certified Contractor closest to your area. Contact them direct and begin your evaluation, FREE OF CHARGE, covering suggestions on how to Alzheimer's proof your home.

By inspecting and providing Aging in Place techniques, your home will be an easier, safer and a more pleasurable place to live. By Alzheimer's proofing your home, your loved one may be able to extend the years of living at home rather than a senior residence, assisted living facility or nursing home.

There are some products that The Alzheimer's Store provides which may need professional assistance to be installed. There are also many projects and products recommended in The Complete Guide to Alzheimer's Proofing Your Home (page 16 in this catalog) that require professional installation. Please invite one of our Alzheimer's Certified Contractors to your home today to guide you through this important process.

Get started now! Schedule an appointment to Alzheimer's proof your home today!! Go to alzstore.com for details.
Clocks, Phone, Electronics

**Wall and Desk Clock**
These precision clocks display the time, day of the week and date – clearly and automatically. They’re durable, dependable, battery-operated and show the time on a large, familiar clock face. They are assembled by hand and are an excellent time piece. The only time you have to touch the clock is to change from daylight savings to standard time and to change the battery. Very easy to set up.

**Wall Clock**
12”x 15”x 3”, operates on a single AA battery (included). **Available in Silver or White frame with white face.**
Item #0042  $159.95

**Desk Clock**
13”x 4”x 3”, operates on a C battery (included).
Item #0227 (White)  $115.95

**Day Clock**
Not the traditional clock, this one has no numbers. The face of the clock is divided into seven segments, each representing a day of the week. 9-1/2" octagon, 2" deep. Operates on a single AA battery (not included) Available in Mahogany or Oak Finish.
Item #0292  $39.95

**NEW Day/Night Clock**
Designed to assist those for whom the disease has affected their ability to reason accurately the time of day. The clock features text graphics for DAY, with MORNING and AFTERNOON, and NIGHT with EVENING and NIGHT to supplement the information supplied by the Sun and Moon graphics. The clock measures approx. 12 inches in diameter and operates on a AA battery. Silver Frame
Item #H006  $79.95

**Dial-less Telephone**
For those whose intentions are good, but may call at inappropriate hours or continuously, the dial-less phone lets your loved one receive calls, but not call out. Standard Tabletop Phone. Ringer on/off button under phone. Color: Beige.
Item #0077  $52.95
**Telephone Hotline**
Here’s a dial-less table top telephone that calls only one pre-programmed number the second you pick up the receiver. No long phone numbers to dial or to remember. Excellent for emergencies or just the comfort of knowing that someone familiar will be on the other end when you want to call them.

*Item #0190*  
$149.95

---

**Four Button Memory Phone**
The Photo Memory Telephone offers four large picture buttons (1” x 1-1/2” each). Features include: adjustable handset volume plus adjustable volume control; and it’s hearing aid compatible. A removable cover fits over the number buttons leaving only the picture buttons visible.

*Item #0345*  
$89.95

---

**Memory Phone**
The Memory Phone allows you or your loved one to simply push the “picture” of the person they want to call. Features include: 7/8” x 1” frames for nine pictures; mounts on wall or sets on the table; adjustable ring pitch and receiver amplification; loud or soft ringer volume; large easy-to-read number buttons for direct dialing.

*Item #0029*  
$64.95

---

**NEW Stay Cozy Hot Water Bag**
Quickly and easily keep your loved one warm and help alleviate aches and pains. Once the hot water bag has completed its charge, you can take it with you wherever you go! Soft, leak proof, waterless design makes it very user friendly. Gel permanently sealed in the bag eliminating the need to refill or empty it. Plug in for 12 minutes and the warmth will last 3 to 5 hours. Auto shut off built in to prevent overheating. Heats water from 140 to 158°F. Product Weight 3.5 lbs.

*Item #H004*  
$29.95

---

**NEW LED Motion Sensor Light**
Works on 3AA batteries or can be plugged into any standard outlet with its AC/DC option. It has 4 convenient modes which allow you to select if you want it to act as a light that automatically turns itself on when motion is detected by the built in sensor and turns itself off 30 seconds after you leave the area, or it can be set to turn on at night only, be left on at all times, or be shut off completely.

*Item #H014*  
$14.95

---

**TV Remote Control for Seniors**
A Simple 5 button remote for favorite channels & one to scroll thru all the channels. The remaining 3 buttons are volume, on-off & mute.

*Item #0036*  
$34.95
Featured NEW Products

**GPS Shoes**
The Aetrex GPS Shoes feature GPS tracking technology embedded in the base of the right heel. At frequent and specific time intervals, the GPS tracking device sends a signal to the central monitoring station determining the wearer’s exact location and relays that information to a tracking website for you to view (contingent upon enrollment in a separate monthly tracking plan).

When the individual wanders off and leaves the preset geozone, you are quickly notified via an email or SMS text to your mobile phone. The service also provides emergency tracking in case you need to locate a loved one immediately. **Available in Women’s and Men’s Sizes.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H005</td>
<td>Tracking Plans (Monthly Rate)</td>
<td>$299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic 30 minute Tracking Plan</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Premium 10 minute Tracking Plan</td>
<td>$34.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Incontinence Disposal Pail**
Contrary to regular trash cans, this system is exclusively designed for disposal of incontinence products. The unique internal trap doors help contain odors, while still allowing simple operation. Truly hands free, just step and drop! This pail offers you a hygienic, and odor free triple sealed system along with powder scented continuous liner and refills. Includes six refills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H002</td>
<td>Incontinence Disposal Pail</td>
<td>$119.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pail Refills(3 pack)</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Day Monitor**
The clock simply and clearly displaying the time of day as morning, afternoon, evening or night. It can significantly help maintain daily routine and reduce anxiety about the time of day and them missing key events. It is clearly visible at night without being bright and it comes with corner night lighting which make the display more prominent at night and which can be turned off if not required,. Requires no maintenance apart from resetting the internal clock when the clocks change for Daylight Savings Time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H016</td>
<td>Day Monitor</td>
<td>$119.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pain Assessment Chart**
The chart is designed to help people communicate when their abilities may be impaired. With clear, simple-to-understand graphics, the subject can express the location and severity of their discomfort. It displays both male and female graphics for more appropriate use and is manufactured in a non-reflective, robust, hygienic plastic. Measures 13.75” x 17.75”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H017</td>
<td>Pain Assessment Chart</td>
<td>$87.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Teepa Snow DVD’s
Teepa Snow's philosophy is based on years of making mistakes and perfecting a positive approach to caregiving. Her teaching style integrates facts about the brain and how it works, or doesn't work in the case of dementia, with expertise in adult learning principles. She is able to go in and out of character as a typical person with Alzheimer's to demonstrate common issues and problems and to help care providers learn new ways of thinking and managing themselves for better outcome and results.

Available DVD’s: (Sold Separately)
The Art of Caregiving (Spanish also), It's All in Your Approach, The Journey of Dementia, Progression of Dementia-Seeing Gems Not Just Loss, Filling the Day with Meaning, End of Life and Letting Go, Improving Emergency Service, Dental Care for People with Dementia
Item #H003                        $39.25

Dinnerware
This dinnerware incorporates features which make food far easier to see and manipulate. These features ensure that food stays warm longer and can be more easily manipulated with less spillage. This makes for a more dignified and all round better dining experience supporting all the benefits of better nutrition and hydration. Features: Highly resistant to breakage, ceramic look and feel, rimmed lip and retains spillage, broad base for greater stability. Keeps food warm and hands cool. Dishwasher safe. Available in Blue, Yellow and Ivory.

Item #H018
Small Plate          $7.50
Large Plate          $10.50
Bowl                $9.00
Cup & Lid            $8.00
Set                  $32.50 (includes 1 each of the above)

Glassware
The glass and carafe combine great impact strength and shatter resistance with clarity and functionality. The carafe was designed to be functional, offering durability as well as hygiene, as when the glass is not being used it covers the top of the carafe, preventing dust particles and bacteria from contaminating the liquid. Ideal to be placed by the bedside.

Item #H019 Carafe & Glass    $10.00    Wine Glass    $5.00
Disposable Adult Underwear

Adult Briefs-Daytime

Premium DayTime Disposable Absorbent Underwear offers outstanding protection and guaranteed performance ensuring confidence and comfort during active daytime hours. It has the Peach Mat absorbent core. Comfortable breathable fabric has an ample, full-rise waist panel. Tear-away side seams allow for easy removal. Inner leg cuffs provide leakage protection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Fits Waist Size</th>
<th>Weight (lbs.)</th>
<th>Units/Case</th>
<th>Cost/Brief</th>
<th>Liquid Capacity</th>
<th>Price/Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0259</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>34” - 48”</td>
<td>120-175</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
<td>25 oz.</td>
<td>$79.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0259</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>44” - 54”</td>
<td>170-210</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>$1.24</td>
<td>25 oz.</td>
<td>$79.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0259</td>
<td>X-Large</td>
<td>48” - 66”</td>
<td>210+</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>$1.59</td>
<td>25 oz.</td>
<td>$89.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adult Briefs—Overnight

Premium OverNight Disposable absorbent underwear by Tranquility is the best performing disposable underwear available. Holds over a quart of liquid for uninterrupted sleep. The soft, breathable fabric has an ample, full rise waist panel. Tear-away side seams allow for easy removal. Inner leg cuffs for leakage protection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Fits Waist Size</th>
<th>Weight (lbs.)</th>
<th>Units/Case</th>
<th>Cost/Brief</th>
<th>Liquid Capacity</th>
<th>Price/Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0262</td>
<td>Extra Small</td>
<td>17” - 28”</td>
<td>65-85</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>$0.97</td>
<td>20 oz.</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0262</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>22” - 36”</td>
<td>80-125</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>$1.07</td>
<td>20 oz.</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0262</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>34” - 48”</td>
<td>120-175</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>$1.18</td>
<td>34 oz.</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0262</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>44” - 54”</td>
<td>170-210</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>$1.33</td>
<td>34 oz.</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0262</td>
<td>X-Large</td>
<td>48” - 66”</td>
<td>210+</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>$1.52</td>
<td>34 oz.</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Products on this page are not returnable.
All Thru the Night Disposable Briefs

Tranquility All Through the Night Disposable Briefs have maximum capacity in a disposable brief. One can sleep all through the night uninterrupted by garment changes without compromising skin integrity. Brief can be opened multiple times with refastenable tape tabs. Inner leg cuffs for leakage protection and bowel containment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Fits Waist Size</th>
<th>Weight (lbs.)</th>
<th>Units/Case</th>
<th>Cost/Brief</th>
<th>Liquid Capacity</th>
<th>Price/Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0335</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>24” - 32”</td>
<td>80-125</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$0.93</td>
<td>22 oz.</td>
<td>$93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0335</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>32” - 44”</td>
<td>120-175</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>$1.07</td>
<td>27 oz.</td>
<td>$103.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0335</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>45” - 58”</td>
<td>170-210</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>$1.21</td>
<td>34 oz.</td>
<td>$116.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0335</td>
<td>X-Large</td>
<td>56” - 64”</td>
<td>210+</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>$1.62</td>
<td>34 oz.</td>
<td>$116.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Booster Pads for Added Protection

**Tranquility Topliner Booster Pad** (Adhesive) are intended to be paired with any brand of disposable absorbent products. The flow-through design allows the pad to fill to capacity and then pass additional fluid to the disposable undergarment, boosting the absorbency, maintaining skin integrity and controlling odor. They increase capacity and economically extend the use of the primary undergarment. (Also available in Mini-Booster)

**The TopLiner Booster Contour Pad** (Non-adhesive) is designed especially to contain bowel incontinence. Its hourglass shape provides a wider surface area and its soft texture makes clean-up easier. (Also available in Super Plus)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Pad size</th>
<th>Units/Case</th>
<th>Cost/Pad</th>
<th>Liquid Capacity</th>
<th>Price/Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0308</td>
<td>Mini Booster Pad</td>
<td>10.5” x 2.75”</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$0.71</td>
<td>5.7 oz.</td>
<td>$58.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0308</td>
<td>Topliner Booster Pad</td>
<td>14” x 4”</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>$0.36</td>
<td>10.9 oz.</td>
<td>$72.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0308</td>
<td>Topliner Contour Booster Pad</td>
<td>21.5” x 13.5”</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>$0.48</td>
<td>13.6 oz.</td>
<td>$57.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0308</td>
<td>Topline Super Plus Contour Booster Liner</td>
<td>32” x 14”</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>$0.71</td>
<td>27.5 oz.</td>
<td>$67.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Products on this page are not returnable.
Save-A-Sheet
No need to strip the entire bed to change dirty sheets in the middle of the night. The Save-A-Sheet Mattress Protector is a soft, water-proof, breathable “half sheet”, protecting only the part of the bed likely to be soiled in case of an “accident”. Simply remove and replace when soiled. Place it on top of the existing sheet and tuck on both sides of the mattress.
Twin/Full Size: 36” x 80”
Queen Size 36” x 100”
Color: white, cotton-polyester blend
Machine wash, tumble dry
Item #0351 (Fits Twin/Double) $19.95
Item #0351 (Fits Queen) $29.95

Waterproof Seat Protectors
Keep your furniture clean and dry with Waterproof Seat Protectors. Even when incontinence is a problem, these, impermeable covers provide full-size, dignified protection for sofas, wheelchairs, car seats or easy chairs. Discreet and velour pads have a soft vinyl, waterproof backing.
Product Features: Size: 21” X 22”, Absorbs up to one cup, Waterproof, Machine washable. Available in Burgundy Rose, Chocolate, Denim Blue and Forest Green
Item #0075 $19.95

White Chair & Mattress Underpad
Attractive incontinence liners can be used anywhere. These large, deluxe quilted pads are used to control and absorb liquids on beds, chairs, wheelchairs and car seats. In bed slip it under the sheet or place it over the sheet, either way it will wick and absorb fluids away from the patient’s skin and inhibit bacterial growth. 32” x 36”
Item #0160 $26.95

Peach Sheet Care Pads
Ultimate capacity in an underpad! The Peach Sheet core absorbs well over one quart of fluid. This product provides for exceptional skin dryness, odor elimination, bacterial control and pH neutralization.
Peach Sheet Construction guarantees: Skin Dryness, Neutralization of Urine, Inhibition of Bacterial Growth, Odor Elimination
Item #0258-0001 (Small) 96 per case (21x32in) with 4 tape tabs $96.00
Item #0258-0002 (Large) 60 per case (30x36 in) without tape tabs $106.00
Rinse-free Wipes
These pre-moistened wash cloths are perfect for washing and cleaning up when a sink, tub or a shower are not a convenient option. Large 9”x 13” sheets, Alcohol-free, 64 washcloths in a re-closable container.
Item #0229 $5.25

Rinse-Free Shampoo & Body Wash
Shampoo—Massage the rinse-free shampoo into hair and dry them off.
Item #0083 (16 oz.) $9.25

Body Wash—Concentrate (one oz. makes one quart) that does not need water to rinse off.
Item #0079 (16 oz.) $9.25

Shampoo in a Cap
You can warm the Shampoo-in-a-Cap (which resembles a shower cap) in the microwave, place it on the person’s head and gently massage. All the while their hair is getting cleaned and conditioned. No need to rinse - just towel dry.
Item #0080-0001 (1 non-reusable Cap per package) $4.99
Item #0080-0002 (Pkg of 4 Caps) $17.95

Rinse-Free Wash Cloths
These disposable (8” x 12”, heavy-duty) wash cloths allow you to bathe without soap or water. They are disposable, soft and pre-moistened with a gentle, no-rinse, pH balanced hydrating cleanser that eliminates the need for basins, soaps, water, and lotions.
Item #0078-0001 (1 package of 8 wash cloths) $4.99
Item #0078-0002 (4 packages of 8 wash cloths) $17.95

Bath Cape
The Bath Cape is a luxurious, generously large, warm and very absorbent bath robe that offers considerable dignity, comfort and style. It has slits instead of arms, making it much easier to put on and take off. One size fits most. White. Material: Velour/Terry cloth.
Item #0327 $44.95

Anti-Scalding Devices
Called a Temperature Activated Flow Reducer (TAFR), these easy-to-install, screw-on, anti-scalding devices turn off the water if the temperature gets too hot. Activated at 117 degrees F. Color: Chrome. Available Bathroom/Kitchen Faucet or Showerhead
Item #0200 $36.95

Automatic Faucet Control
This device screws right onto the end of your faucet (replacing the existing aerator). A small wand then projects down and any contact with that wand will turn the water on. Just moving your hand away releases the pressure from the wand and shuts off the water.
Item #0037 $14.95
NEW Mouth Care Without a Battle
Mouth Care Without a Battle© is an evidence-based approach to person-centered daily mouth care for persons with cognitive and physical impairment. This DVD combines best practices in oral hygiene with proven techniques to overcome resistance to care among persons with dementia and related conditions.

Item #H015 (DVD) $69.95

Bathing without a Battle
Created by a team of professionals who specialize in bathing issues for dementia patients, Bathing Without a Battle offers strategies that work in home and institutional settings. The book and video are the result of research and clinical experience, illustrating ways to avoid bathing upsets common to people with dementia.

Item #2185 (Book) $48.95
Item #2059 (DVD) $59.95

It’s Saturday Night DVD
This presentation addresses some of the reasons and ideas that will help to reduce negative reactions by changing the bathing process. This video will also offer practical solutions that have worked for other care providers. Author: Jolene Brackey. 1 hr.

Item #3025 $99.95

Helping Hand Grab Bar
Make it easier for your loved one to sit down and stand up from the toilet. The Helping Hand Grab Bar attaches to the wall in front of the toilet, offering a secure bar to hold onto while they lower themselves down or pull themselves up. Price varies according to size and finish

Item #0082

Toilet Overflow Alarm
The Toilet Overflow Alarm & Control Valve comes with a Main Control Unit (the motorized valve), a toilet bowl overflow sensor and a low tank water alert. It is an electronic water stop valve that attaches directly to the existing water stop valve at the toilet. By itself, it is an electronic water shut-off valve that combines with a toilet bowl overflow sensor and a flush tank sensor that can sense any water flow event.

Item #0094 $98.95

Water Alarm
This simple moisture monitor sets on the floor with tiny prongs in each of its three feet to alert you instantly if and when a puddle forms.

Item #0253 $24.95
Audio Patient Monitoring System
The Audio Patient Monitoring System allows the caregiver to listen in on the patient from their bedside or while moving about the house (Range: 150 feet). Both the bedside unit and the caregiver speaker/microphone can be mobile. The Audio Patient Monitoring System will constantly monitor a patient, hearing all sounds, plus the caregiver has the ability to speak to the patient. A bed, chair or floor pad can be added which plugs into the patient unit and sends an unmistakable alarm to the remote caregiver unit, if and when the patient gets up from the chair or bed, or steps on the floor pad – simultaneously monitoring the patient sounds.

Item #0389 Basic Package (patient bedside unit with speaker/microphone; a remote, wireless, caregiver speaker/microphone; and two ac adapters) $229.00
Add-ons:
Item #0393-0001 Bed Pad $79.95
Item #0393-0002 Chair Pad $49.95
Item #0393-0003 Floor Mat $190.00

Door Alarm: Monitor with Remote Plug-In Alarm
When a monitored door is opened the transmitter sends a signal to the receiver/alarm that plugs into any standard AC wall outlet in your bedroom, kitchen, den, etc. You can use one set to guard one door or buy extra transmitters to monitor more doors. Additional receiver/alarms can also be purchased separately. Range: 100 feet. (Alarm Modes: Chime, melody or alarm)

Item #0067–Alarm w/Plug-in Remote Chime Set $39.95
Item #0068-0001 Extra Plug-in Remote Alarm Receiver (Alarm) $20.95
Item #0068-0002 Additional Transmitter (Door Contact) $20.95

Door Alarm with Keypad
The KeyPad Door Alarm will sound any time the door is opened without entering the 4-digit code. Set it on "instant" to sound immediately or on "delay" to allow you to enter from the outside and still have enough time to enter the code without the alarm going off.

Item #0034 $29.95

Motion Detector with Remote Alarm
Place the motion detector wherever it needs to detect dangerous movement and locate the chime/alarm in your bedroom, up to 120 feet away. As soon as your family member passes by the detector, you will immediately know something is amiss. The unit has detection settings for a wide or a narrow beam, allowing it to monitor an entire room or just a selected area.

Item #0093 $71.95
Floor Mat With Wireless Remote Alarm
Place this durable 35" x 23" pressure-sensitive, rubber floor mat next to the bed or any area that you want to monitor. When stepped on, an alarm will sound at both the mat and at the remote alarm location (typically located in the caregiver’s room). Alarm at mat can be disabled. Transmitter/receiver range: 100 ft. (Alarm: Beeping, Volume: Moderate) Battery Operated. Batteries Included.
Item #0197-0003 $275.95
Item #0198 (Optional A/C Adapter) $17.95

Chair Pad With Wireless Remote Alarm
This 15" x 10" pressure-sensitive pad, placed on your loved one’s chair seat, will sound the alarm the second they attempt to get up. Great for persons at risk of wandering or falling. Transmitter/receiver range: 100 ft. (Alarm: Beeping, Volume: Moderate). Battery Operated. Batteries Included.
Item #0197-0002 $189.95
Item #0198 (Optional A/C Adapter) $17.95

Patient Monitor With Remote Voice Alert
Motion detector will provide pre-recorded messages to alert the caregiver of unauthorized activity (such as wandering) in the home. “Dad is trying to go out the front door.”

One speaker unit can monitor up to six motion detectors, each providing different information for different exits or areas of the home such as, "Dad, don't go outside. Wait just a moment and I'll be there to help you". All Weather, Wireless PIR Senor Motion Detector operate on 9-volt battery. Range: 300 feet.
Item #0051 $152.95
Item #0052(Extra Motion Detector) $65.00
Confounding Door Lock
This ingenious, strong door lock requires no key and does not look like a lock. It opens by pulling and rotating the door-jamming "blocker" out of the way of an in-swinging door. Caregivers can unlock the door easily, but persons with dementia (who do not know the trick) can try for hours with no success (with rare exceptions). Works on doors that swing in only. It's easy to install. Can be installed on wood or metal doors. **Not recommended for use on exit doors - for safety reasons. Lock access only from inside.** Available in Brass or White.

Item #0247  $27.95

No Start Car Disconnect
The "No Start" Car Disconnect Switch attaches to your car battery. The car’s battery cable then attaches to it. To disable your car, turn the green knob one quarter turn. To start the car again (and drive it), just turn it the other way to tighten it. **Note:** Use only on standard, gasoline-operated vehicles. Should not be installed on electric or hybrid vehicles.

Item #0060  $19.95

Stop Sign
This bold, highly visible sign can be placed on doors leading to the outside or to dangerous areas to help discourage individuals from opening the door. Made of thick vinyl, the signs are self-adhering and can be removed and relocated as necessary. It is also Class A fire-rated so it will not affect the fire rating of the door.

Item #0387  $24.95

“Fire-Rated” Door Mural
These high resolution, full color door murals camouflage the door, making it appear to be a set of shelves, rather than an exit. Often, wandering from the safety of home to the dangers of the street is simply a matter of taking advantage of an opportunity – “There’s the door, let’s go.” But if the door is not so recognizable, the likelihood of opening that door and heading “home”, is significantly reduced, if not eliminated. Use these door murals to improve safety and reduce attempts to wander out of the home. Size 3’ x 6’8”. Material: Class A, Fire-rated Polyvinyl. Self-adhering, Removable.

Item #0364  $184.95
Safety

Stop Sign Banner
This durable, red and yellow nylon banner presents an imposing visual barrier. Deter wandering residents from entering restricted areas or rooms. Adjustable straps can span openings up to five feet wide. Two or more can be connected for wider openings. Adhesive Velcro provided. Machine wash, hang to dry. 30x30x30 inches. Adjustable 1” wide straps.

Item #0134 $32.95

Complete Guide to Alzheimer’s Proofing Your Home
The Complete Guide To Alzheimer's Proofing Your Home is a book that will profoundly improve the environmental quality of caring for a person with Alzheimer's disease at home. This book is a comprehensive practical guide for helping in-home caregivers and health professionals who advise them, to evaluate the home environment and make modifications enhancing safety and function. This book offers numerous ideas on every page, each with the potential to solve some small yet vexing problem. Author: Mark L. Warner

Item #2149 $29.95

Automatic Medication Dispenser’s
The Medready Medication Dispenser holds up to 28 doses and provides the right medications at the right time. Set it to alarm up to four times per day. At the prescribed time, the unit will sound its beeping alarm (which can be set to last for 30, 45, 60 or 250 minutes). The dispenser is easy to load, easy to use, and it's lockable, so no chance of mistake or double-dosing. (Includes 2 keys and battery back-up pack)

*Item #0032 (Basic) $175.00
*Item #0032 (Red Flashing Light) $190.00
Item #0032 (Extra Carousel Tray) $18.00
Item #0032 Extra Key) $4.00

Medready PLUS
Offers all the benefits of the first two units, plus a phone modem that makes it possible for distant caregivers to know if and when medications were removed from the dispenser. Plug the unit into your phone jack and it will monitor the alarm times, plus post the information to a secure web site. If the meds are not removed by the end of the alarm duration, the MedReady PLUS will alert the Call Center to call up to three emergency telephone numbers. (The first number can be used to call the patient.)

*Item #0032-PLUS $240.00
(Monthly monitoring fee not included)

*Also available in Low Frequency
**Fall Prevention Alarm**
This high-quality fall prevention alarm is different from others because, instead of relying on a pin being pulled out of its socket to set off the alarm, it uses a magnetic contact. The cord is adjustable for either wheelchair or bed mounting (18”-32”). The custom stainless steel clip is designed to mount to chair frame, chair back, bed rail or headboard.

| Item # 0064 | $29.95 |

**Automatic Stove/Oven Control**
The Automatic Stove/Oven Control can be used to limit the times when the stove/oven are operable or to turn off the stove when there is no one in the kitchen. Program the counter-top motion detector to turn off the stove/oven 5, 10 or 15 minutes after the room is empty. To restart the stove or oven, just push “Start”.

The Stove Monitor has two components, one fits behind your electric stove - it plugs into the wall and your stove plugs into it. The other fits underneath an adjacent cabinet or on the counter back splash, continuously monitoring activity in the kitchen. When no activity is detected the Stove Monitor begins the timer and then turns off the stove and the oven. Someone qualified to move the stove and install an electrical device is recommended.

Specify 3-Prong, 4-Prong or Hard-wired *works on electric stoves only

| Item# 0352 | $359.00 |

**Refrigerator Latches—Set of 2**
The Refrigerator Safety Latch is a high-strength, plastic safety closure that uses high-bonding adhesive that will not mar refrigerator surface. The removable refrigerator or freezer door lock uses a “latch and hook” design to secure doors and protect from unauthorized or inappropriate access.

| Item #3012 | $14.95 |

**Heavy Duty Refrigerator Lock**
For situations where the persistent person with dementia is at risk of attempting to forcibly enter the refrigerator, this Heavy-duty Refrigerator Lock bonds (3” x 2”) steel plates to your refrigerator side and door with high-strength, self-adhesive pads. Plastic-coated steel cables accept a small pad lock (included). When locked the refrigerator door cannot be opened. When no lock is in place the doors operate normally. Available in Black, White or Stainless Steel Finish.

| Item #0363 | $32.95 |

**NEW Grab & Pull**
Grab & Pull is an easy-to-pull handle that easily attaches to the seatbelt without tools. It serves as a convenient handle for people needing a little extra help pulling their seatbelts around.

| Item #H013 | $7.95 |
Emergency Pendant Telephone Dialer with Speaker & Microphone
A press of the button on the worn pendant activates a telephone dialer up to 600 feet away and calls up to four pre-programmed telephone or cell phone numbers. But what really makes this special is that the button, speaker and the microphone are right in the pendant hanging from your neck or in your pocket. You do not have to make it to the phone and dial, just press the button on your pendant or wall unit.

Item #0369                   $299.95

Wall Mounted Speaker
Emergency Pendant Telephone Dialer allows you to purchase additional wall-mounted units for locations in the home where falls or accidents might occur – the bathroom and kitchen, for example. Water Resistant.

Item #0370                $119.95

Invisible Cabinet Lock
These clever child-proof locks are invisible from the outside of the cabinet. Once installed, the cabinet door can only be opened by placing the magnetic knob on the outside face of the cabinet in just the right spot – then the door unlocks and opens freely. 2 locks and 1 key with each set.

Item #0114                                                            $17.95
Item #0114-K (Extra Key)                                       $7.95

Creating a Safe Haven
This presentation will help you create an environment that enhances a sense of comfort and makes sense to the person with dementia. You'll see how to address physical changes that will improve safety, independence and decrease disorientation. 3 hrs. 13 minutes. Jolene Brackey

Item #3028                            $99.95

Car Seatbelt Emergency ID Pocket
Designed by a police officer, this highly visible snap-on pocket attaches to the chest seatbelt and can contain emergency information, including DNR, consent to treat, or an alert that the person has dementia and should not be left alone.

Item #0199                                                                                       $9.95

E-Z Out Door Handle
The E-Z Out Door Handle is an ingenious “handle” that fits into the U-shaped striker plate of your car’s door frame. It works on both driver and passenger sides, allowing you to now hold onto something with both hands when entering and exiting your car. Fits most vehicles.

Item #0159                                                                                       $34.95
The Simple Lifting Aid
The simple lifting aid is easy-to-use and inexpensive, yet it can save the caregiver from painful back pain and the patient from dangerous falls. Lift a person from a seated to standing position. Measures 19-1/2” x 8”. 250 lb. weight capacity.
Item# 0246 $41.95

Automatic Wheelchair Anti-Rollback Device
No more falls caused by the wheelchair rolling back when getting up and sitting down. Here's a very clever, easy-to-install device that automatically locks the wheels whenever the person stands or sits. The brakes only engage when trying to push it backwards.
Item# 0101(Standard or Large Wheelchair) $180.00

Clothing and Clothing Protectors

Shoulder Shawl
For older family members or friends who are forever cold, the Shoulder Shawl is the perfect answer. It’s warm, very soft and very fashionable, plus it has no armholes to deal with. It also doubles as a lap blanket. One generous size. Machine washable. Material: Polartec, fleece fabric.
Colors: Rose Pink, French Blue (Shown), and Red
Item #0123 $48.95

Cape with Pockets
Cape with Pockets is large and has over-size pockets, perfect for keeping hands warm on cold days. It is especially good for those who enjoy sitting outside, going for a walk or just staying warm when inside temperatures are a bit chilly. One generous size. Machine washable. Material: Polartec, fleece fabric. Colors: Deep Rose, French Blue (Shown), and Red
Item #0131 $68.95

Wrap with Pockets
The Wrap With Pockets has equal parts of the cape, shawl, and fleece vest - uniquely Janska. Cascading shawl collar. Unstructured design with open front, roomy pockets, and ample armholes. Generous curved hemline hits mid-thigh in the back. Oversized collar can be turned up and worn as a hood. Made of washable Polartec® fleece. One generous size.
Colors: White, Green (Shown)
Item #H001 $78.95
Smoker’s Apron
The BEST smoking protective apron on the market. This Smoker’s Apron protects clothing and your loved one from burns. Drop an ash from a cigarette, cigar, or pipe and clothes won’t burn, melt or discolor. Made of comfortable, light weight Kevlar® fabric, it exceeds the standards for protective garments. Size-20” x 36”. Machine Washable. Available in Tan or Black
Item #0058 $41.95

Craft and Mealtime Clothing Protectors
Our Craft and Mealtime Clothing Protectors provide full-size protection for personal clothing during mealtimes or crafts -- while seated at a table or in bed. Here’s a colorful, attractive, dignified way to protect clothing from spills and paints. Materials: Surface: 65/35 polyester rayon Backing: 100% vinyl backed polyester. Available in Floral (shown) 36”x18”, Tartan Plaid and Terracotta both are 24.5” x 22”.
Item #0085 $20.95

Dining

Scoop Plate
This 9” diameter plate has a high, tapered, contoured back that allows the user to push and capture food that might otherwise be pushed off the plate or abandoned. The high back wall is useful also to grasp while scooping food. The plate has a slip-resistant base.
Item #0354 $15.95

NEW Plate Guard
Eliminate frustration and mess. This spill guard guides food onto the utensil while preventing food from spilling onto the table and floor. Nurture a positive social dining experience. Increase confidence and independence. Help you achieve personal development goals. An innovative feeding aid that easily attaches and detaches to any round 8"-11” diameter plate.
Item #H008 $9.95

Weighted Cutlery
These stainless steel, weighted utensils are designed to help steady the hands of persons having difficulty holding silverware or feeding themselves. With an ergonomic designed grip, functionality and durability these utensils are dishwasher safe. Available: Fork, Knife, Teaspoon, Soup Spoon. Sold separately or as a set.
Item #0203 $13.95
Item #0203-0001(Set of 4) $51.95

Enhanced Dining DVD
Mealtimes are often highlights of the day, yet they can also be the most stressful times. This idea-packed presentation shares activities, verbal and visual cues to trigger the dining experience. Find out reasons why a person may not eat and discover solutions to enhance mealtimes. 1 hr. 14 minutes. Author: Jolene Brackey
Item #3027 $99.95
**Lift Chair/Recliner**
This electric Lift Chair gently raises and tilts forward (so feet will maintain on the floor as they rise), and it’s a recliner.

Upholstery can be either water-proof Woven Crypton (moisture impermeable, color resistant) or Vinyl Leatherette. The space-saving design feature allows the chair to be located as little as 3" from the wall behind. It’s strong, smooth-operating motor will easily lift up to 400 lbs. Allow 6 - 8 weeks for delivery as chairs are made to order.

Woven Crypton: Conch Beige, Merlot Burgundy, Marina Blue, Hunter Green, Lagoon Green and Gypsum
Vinyl Leatherette: Blue, Green, Mushroom, or Burgundy (pictured in main chair photo)

Item# 0252-V (Vinyl Leatherette upholstery) $1415.00  
Item# 0252-C (Woven Crypton upholstery) $1630.00  

**NEW Twin Hospital Bed Makeover Set**
Your home is not a hospital and now it doesn't have to look like one. Not just the "look" but the wonderful feel of quality fine furniture can be yours with the slip-over Headboard/Foot Board Sets. The headboard and footboards literally transform your existing home hospital bed into an elegant bed, masking the ugly hospital bed completely. Pictured: 2 twin beds pushed together. Made-In-America. Solid hardwood. Easy to Install. (Available in Mahoney, Walnut, Oak, White & Black)

Item #H012 $495.00

**Safe Glider Rocker**
Here’s a safe, comfortable, rocking glider that also remembers to lock itself when the user sits down or stands up. It comes in a beautiful wood finish with six water-resistant Crypton upholsteries to choose from. Rocking provides wonderful exercise that helps with digestion and is both entertaining and relaxing.

Once safely seated, the lock releases and they are free to enjoy the benefits of the smooth, relaxing gliding motion. Water-resistant Crypton upholstery. Mahogany stained wood finish. Choice of six colors: Conch Beige, Merlot Burgundy, Marina Blue (shown on full image of chair), Hunter Green, Lagoon Green and Gypsum. Chairs are made to order. Allow 6 - 8 weeks for delivery.

Item #0103 $899.00
**Public Excursions**

**Please Be Patient Alzheimer’s Cards**
Use these cards to discreetly let someone know that your loved one has Alzheimer’s and it may take them a little longer to make a decision or to excuse them for saying something unexpected. Show it to the person helping you to easily, succinctly and subtly explain that your loved one might need a little more time or a little more patience. Standard 2” x 3-1/2” business card size.

**Item #0187(20 Cards)** $5.00

**I Have a Condition Cards**
These Subtle, dignified cards are for you or your loved one and can be used to alert staff, waiters, and other personnel and individuals that you have a condition that requires a little extra time and patience when providing certain information. Standard 2” x 3-1/2” business card size.

**Item #0342(20 Cards)** $5.00

**One Moment Please Door Signs**
Taking your loved one shopping, to a restaurant, or just out? Bring these 4” x 6”, adhesive-backed Post-It Notes with you. Caregivers assisting a loved one unable to use the public bathroom by him/herself can post these notes on the door outside and enter with them. Carry them in your pocket or purse and just stick one on the door outside when needed.

**Item #0257(Pad of 25)** $3.00

**Dolls**

**“Someone to Love” Baby Doll**
Dolls have a remarkable effect on women and men in the middle and later stages of Alzheimer's disease. They are calming, soothing and bring the person back to a time in their life when they felt useful and had a sense of purpose; when caring for a young family member was the #1 priority. These sweet little babies are very special, bringing pleasure to anyone who holds them. They weigh three pounds and are about 17 inches long.

- **Baby Sissy** (Shown) has Black Hair Brown Eyes with dark skin
- **Baby Trixie** has Dark Brown Hair and Brown Eyes
- **Baby Gertie** (Shown) has dirty blonde hair with green eyes
- **Baby Casey** with Brown Hair and Brown Eyes
- **Baby Petey** has Red Hair and Blue Eyes
- **Baby June** has Blonde Hair and Blue Eyes
- **Baby Lee** with Black Hair and Brown Eyes
- **Baby Lindsey** with Dark Skin, Brown Hair and Brown Eyes
- **Baby Markey** with Lighter Dark Skin, Brown Hair and Brown Eyes
- **Baby Summer** with light skin, Blonde Hair and Brown Eyes

**Item #0344** $96.95
Soft, Tactile, Weighted Teddy Bear
This soft, snuggly Teddy Bear has soft, velvety fur, a stuffed, but pliable body and a wonderful soothing scent. It can be heated in your microwave oven or “frozen” in your freezer to provide soothing, toasty warmth to painful joints or coolness to aches and pains. Heavier (4 lbs.) than the average Teddy Bear, it offers calming attributes that help discourage wandering or pacing, and relief from pain.

Item# 0358 $38.95

Memory & Communication

Memory Box
Help residents find and identify their rooms. Among the more perplexing challenges in dementia care residences is how to help people find and recognize their own room, and to help them avoid walking into the wrong room. One of the more successful strategies is to make their room unique and more familiar to them, using a Memory Box. Install it next to the door and decorate it with the picture, name and personal keepsakes. Non-breakable Plexiglas pane. Hinged, lockable door with key. Shelf. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Made to order.

Frame finishes: honey oak, gold gild, cherry and white.
Fabric background: black, gray-blue or cream

Item #0287-R (Recessed) $195.50
Item #0287-SM (Surface Mounted) $183.50

Personal Reminder Pendant
The Personal Reminder is the perfect assistant to a person in the early stages of Alzheimer's. It will “beep” and remind you of one-time appointments or for repeated daily, weekly or monthly events. At the right time the small pendant, worn around the neck or carried in a pocket, will “beep”. Pressing the big blue button on the pendant will play a recorded message in a familiar voice.

It holds up to 90 ten-second messages. Use it as a reminder of daily tasks, such as times to take medications or doctor’s appointments. Measures 1-1/2" x 4-1/2" x 5/8". AAA Battery (included).

Item# 0375 $194.95
### NEW The Ungame for Seniors
The Ultimate Self Expression Game! The all new Seniors Edition UnGame will take players down memory lane. The questions are in large print for easier game play and will result in players sharing “how it used to be.” This unique non-competitive game can be a great way to invoke conversation with Deck 1 or serious exchange of thoughts, feelings and ideas with Deck 2. 140 Cards (3-1/4" x 1-3/4")

- Item #H010  
  $9.99

### “Conversations” Picture Cards
"Conversations" Picture Cards are clear, crisp, colorful photos of animals, foods, vehicles, clothing and everyday objects. Use them to generate conversation, recall memories, or even play games (identification, associations or groupings). Easy to see and easy to understand. Each card is 3-1/2" x 5”

- Item #0097A (Clothing) 20 cards $11.95
- Item #0097A (Vehicles) 20 Cards $11.95
- Item #0097A (Animals) 30 Cards $14.95
- Item #0097A (Foods) 50 Cards $17.95
- Item #0097A (Everyday Objects) 50 Cards $17.95
- Item #0097 All Sets $69.95

### Sharpen Your Senses Activity Cards
These cards concentrate on the five senses using imagination and memory to reminisce, evaluate, guess, and offer unique answers to each question. Great for large or small groups or for individuals just seeking to improve their mental fitness. Each card asks a simple, interesting question designed to spark memories and conversation. 120 4" x 6" cards.

- Item #0357  
  $29.95

### Language Cards
Language Cards are extra-large, double-sided cards, each with a high quality photograph of an everyday object. Identify and talk about the items shown, categorize them by theme or match words to pictures. 31 6” x 8” cards.

- Item #0218  
  $15.95

### Aerobics for the Mind
Aerobics for the Mind: Mental Fitness Cards are plastic-coated cards, each with its own exercise in mental fitness. They offer reasonable, do-able mental exercises that stimulate the mind, memory and neurons. 100 4”x 6” cards.

- Item #0076  
  $28.95

### Emotion Cards
Illustrating emotions – from angry to surprised. 40 color photos relate directly to emotions, while the remaining 40 are scenes of children engaged in common, emotion-filled scenarios. These cards can also be used as an activity, matching happy with happy, sorted or used as a tool to discover how residents are feeling. 80 3 1/2”x 5” cards.

- Item #0355  
  $34.95
### Sensory Stimulation

#### Denim Activity Lap Pillow
This colorful, sensory stimulation lap pillow was designed especially for people with Alzheimer's disease. This lap pillow is great for those with "busy hands", who may be agitated or just bored. Provides stimulation related to familiar lifetime activities using zippers, buttons, and ties. Velcro web straps make for easy attachment to wheelchair trays. 22" x 15" x 1-1/2" thick.

**Item #0137** $67.95

#### Lock Boxes
The Handyman's Box is a unique activity product -- a source of pride, fascination and fun. This superbly handmade, hardwood lock box has doors that open and close, each with a different lock, hasp or latch. Items can be placed inside and viewed by opening a different door.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #0088 -0001</th>
<th>$68.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Small, 11&quot; x 7&quot; x 7&quot;, 6 doors and 6 different latches, 3lbs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #0088-0002</th>
<th>$88.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Large, 15&quot; x 6&quot; x 7&quot;, 10 doors and 10 different latches, 4lbs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Activity Apron
Bright colors and different textures provide visual and tactile stimulation. Threading the shoe lace, buttoning the buttons or just stroking the soft, furry pocket offer calming and interesting entertainment, as well as improve fine motor skills. Use the plastic pocket to hold a tissue, hanky or a family picture. Machine Washable

**Item #0191** $55.50

#### Fiddle Twiddle Activity Muffs
The Fiddle Twiddle is a soft, comfortable hand muff with tactile features outside and a squishy ball inside. Whether hands go inside or explore the outside features, the Fiddle Twiddle provides entertainment, therapeutic activity and keeps busy hands warm and occupied. Machine Washable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #0209 (Plaid)</th>
<th>$39.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item #0209 (Puppy or Kitten)</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Gel-Wave Pad
Move plastic disks through bright blue & Yellow waves. Provides tactile and visual stimulation. Great for improving finger and hand strength. 12” x 21”

**Item #H011** $29.95

#### Starry Night Squish Pad
Designed to set on a table or chair tray, this mesmerizing, gel-filled pad contains galaxies of movable, colorful stars and dots that are easily manipulated by touching, squeezing and kneading. 7” x 16” x 1”

**Item #0211** $29.95

---

*Sensory Stimulation*

The Handyman's Box is a unique activity product, a source of pride, fascination and fun. This superbly handmade, hardwood lock box has doors that open and close, each with a different lock, hasp or latch. Items can be placed inside and viewed by opening a different door.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #0088 -0001</th>
<th>$68.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Small, 11&quot; x 7&quot; x 7&quot;, 6 doors and 6 different latches, 3lbs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #0088-0002</th>
<th>$88.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Large, 15&quot; x 6&quot; x 7&quot;, 10 doors and 10 different latches, 4lbs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Activity Apron**
Bright colors and different textures provide visual and tactile stimulation. Threading the shoe lace, buttoning the buttons or just stroking the soft, furry pocket offer calming and interesting entertainment, as well as improve fine motor skills. Use the plastic pocket to hold a tissue, hanky or a family picture. Machine Washable

**Item #0191** $55.50

**Fiddle Twiddle Activity Muffs**
The Fiddle Twiddle is a soft, comfortable hand muff with tactile features outside and a squishy ball inside. Whether hands go inside or explore the outside features, the Fiddle Twiddle provides entertainment, therapeutic activity and keeps busy hands warm and occupied. Machine Washable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #0209 (Plaid)</th>
<th>$39.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item #0209 (Puppy or Kitten)</td>
<td>$44.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Gel-Wave Pad**
Move plastic disks through bright blue & Yellow waves. Provides tactile and visual stimulation. Great for improving finger and hand strength. 12” x 21”

**Item #H011** $29.95

**Starry Night Squish Pad**
Designed to set on a table or chair tray, this mesmerizing, gel-filled pad contains galaxies of movable, colorful stars and dots that are easily manipulated by touching, squeezing and kneading. 7” x 16” x 1”

**Item #0211** $29.95
Games/Puzzles

NEW Thumball Games
More than a ball! Throw it! Catch it! Respond to the panel under your thumb. Enjoyable whether played one on one or in a group. Great game for all ages! Easy wipe clean surface, soft, easy-to-catch, polyester fiber filled.

Item #H009-0001 (IceBreaker) 6" diameter $13.99
Item #H009-0002 (Move Your Body) 4" diameter $13.99

Plumber's Pal Pipes
Plumber's Pal Pipes is a great activity or gift for the handyman or woman, this set of pipes is fun and practical. The kit comes with 40 colored fittings that easily assemble to create an entire 3-dimensional plumbing system.

Item #0205 $24.95

Shake Loose A Memory Game
The object of the game is to keep as many cards as possible, but the real goal is to talk about and recall memories -- the game was designed for people with Alzheimer's. Every question begins: "Keep this card if..." - There are no wrong answers. Each game comes with one large, squishy dice.

Item #0339 Shake Loose a Memory (192 cards) $22.95

Checkers & Checkerboard Large Vinyl Roll-Up
This jumbo black and red checker board measures 20" x 20" and is vinyl, so it can be wiped down, rolled up and put away. The large 1-3/4" diameter checkers are carved wood, colors: Ivory and Dark Brown.

Item #0298 $32.95

Jumbo Slide-Slot Bingo Card
These large Bingo cards have jumbo windows (1" x 1-1/2") with transparent orange sliders to cover called numbers. They do not require dabbing bottles or little chips . Just slide the window closed to cover the number. To uncover them, slide them open.
Dimensions: 8" wide and 9.5" tall

Item #0268 (10-Pack) $29.95

Bingo Flash Cards
No need for a ball cage, chasing after little rolling balls or repeating “B-11” over and over. Pick a card, call out the number and hold up the Yellow, 5-1/2" x 8" card with large, bold numbers so everyone can see.

Item #0301 $11.50
“I Got It” Card Game
These Jumbo-Sized Playing Cards are an excellent way to view the playing cards on a larger scale. Everyone loves to play cards and these cards are a great way to continue the game everyone loves! It is reminiscent of many card games that were played, both as a child and adult. The game is intuitive and requires little in the way of instructions or achieving success.
Item #0294 $24.95

Four Piece Puzzles
For those in the later stages use only one puzzle at a time. For those in the middle stages use two to four puzzles. For a greater challenge use two or more trays and mix up all the pieces. Each puzzle measures 3-1/2" x 5".
Item #0399

Great 24 Piece Puzzles
These award-winning, beautiful, 24-piece puzzles feature well-known works of art by famous artists. Each puzzle piece is rather approximately 4” x 6" and can be wiped clean. Printed on heavy 70-point board, the quality of the printing displays exquisite detail. Completed puzzles measure 17” x 22”. Styles Available: Boat Builders, Girls at Piano and Children at the Beach.
Item #0359 $15.95

48 Piece Puzzle
This award-winning, 48-piece puzzles feature a well-known work of art by a famous artist. The puzzle pieces are large and can be wiped clean. Printed on heavy 70-point board, the quality of the printing displays exquisite detail. Completed puzzle measure 18" x 24".
Item #0371 (Snap the Whip) $15.95

Sound Puzzles
These puzzles, featuring an image of a fire engine or a train, contain only 9 pieces each and the added benefit of a reward once the last piece is put in place. When the last of the 9 pieces of these wooden puzzles is put in place, the puzzle rewards the player with a familiar sound. Each comes in its own wooden tray that serves to contain and frame the puzzle.
Item #0231 (Fire Truck or Train ) $16.95

“Music & Exercise”

Gentle Exercise Series DVD’s
A seated exercise program for persons with limited strength or range of motion. The videos begin with a slow and easy warm-up, then progresses through a gentle full-body routine, including seated dancing and a relaxation routines set to Broadway style music. They combine exercise, dance, music, movement and fun. Available in Chair Full Body, Chair Aerobics and Strength Improvement
Item #2092 $39.95
Prescription Music
Prescription Music songs and tunes are specially selected to make your loved one feel happy, rekindle familiar memories, and make them smile. This 2 CD set includes a CD-ROM with printable lyrics. (103 minutes)
Item #2118                        $21.95

Sit-Down Dancing DVD’s
A popular video used in senior facilities, this video combines just the right amount of challenge with safety, all exercises completed from a seated position. (20 minutes)
Item #2322
Volume I - $29.95   Volume II -$29.95  Volumes I & II -$57.95

Songs of Faith CD and Songbook
A collection of the most popular Christian hymns and music. The CD and large-print book of lyrics feature 25 gospel songs played in lower keys to make every word and note easier to hear and sing. (72 minutes)
Item #2030                        $19.95

Sentimental Sing Alongs
Music from the 30's, 40's and 50's. Each DVD features a presentation by singers in costume, and each are 30 minutes. Available CD’s: The Home Front, Patriotic Pride, Funny and Whimsical, Sweet & Simple Love, Far Away & Long, Songs Of Spirit, Romance & Ragtime Favorites, Patriotic Songs, Songs of Road, River & Rail, Songs of Love & Laughter, Songs of Across America, Songs of Praise & Inspiration, Serenades & Sweetheart Songs, Songs of Cherished Childhood, Irish Songs & Other Folk Favorites, Songs of the Heartland, Songs for the Holidays & Christmas Hymns & Carols
Item #2071                        $25.95

DVD’s & CD’s (Education & Training)

Be with me TODAY
Be With Me Today DVD was compiled by psychologist and professor, Richard Taylor who was diagnosed with dementia when he was 58 years old. He speaks to audiences about living with the disease and understanding it from the other side. (51 minutes)
Item #2051                        $34.95

A Time to Care
This DVD is an “Alzheimer’s conference that you can watch in the comfort of your own home”. Add to your caregiving skills and knowledge by listening to experts discuss eating, bathing, dressing, grooming, dental care and incontinence. (45 minutes)
Item #2069                        $29.95

Through Our Eyes DVD
This documentary was created by a group of people that each have an Alzheimer’s diagnosis. They shows that a dementia diagnosis is not the end of the world. They demonstrate that despite their diagnosis, people with dementia continue to have potentials that need to be realized. (44 minutes)
Item #3054                        $44.95
How to Make the Most of Your Visit
Visiting a loved one with dementia is a new and often difficult situation for anyone. In this CD, Nancy confides with her friend and counselor, Sherril, asking her common, but tough questions about concerns she is experiencing visiting her mother with dementia. The two talk about very delicate and difficult issues and exchange informed ideas and suggestions. (25 minutes)
Item #0220 $12.95

There is a Bridge
There is a Bridge is a moving documentary about Alzheimer’s that reminds us that meaningful communication is always possible, and that the essence of a person remains, even in the face of this serious illness. This film has a radically different perspective on Alzheimer’s—one of hope, the hope that in the midst of all that is lost with dementia, much awaits to be found. (110 minutes)
Item #3033 $34.95

Jolene Brackey Education & Training DVD’s
Brackey began her career with Alzheimer's patients as an Activity Director. As her work progressed, she began jotting down ideas that offered positive help for patients. Her talks and videos are a series of enlightening insights into Alzheimer’s disease and how to better communicate, empower and help people with the disease feel and become safer in their environments.

Item #3023 Creating Moments of Joy (Reminiscence) (177 min) $99.95
Item #3024 Memory Enhanced Activities (171 min) $99.95
Item #3025 It’s Saturday Night (Bathing) (60 min) $99.95
Item #3026 Family Moments (Communication) (60 min) $99.95
Item #3027 Enhanced Dining (74 min) $99.95
Item #3028 Creating a Safe Haven (Home Safety) (193 min) $99.95

The Alzheimer’s Dialogs
Four one-on-one support group meetings on 2 CDs., Nancy Graham plays the role of a caregiver who now accepts her mother’s condition and seeks answers to her most difficult questions. Sherril Bover, a real support group leader, pulls no punches in providing Nancy with the information she needs. (112 minutes)
Item #0184 $39.95

Echoes from the Past: Alzheimer’s And African Americans
This compelling short documentary examines the high incidence of Alzheimer's disease in the African-American community, as it documents the intimate, first-hand experiences of several families who are providing care for a loved one with this devastating form of dementia. The film intersperses information from health professionals throughout, offering opportunities for realistic discussion of the diagnosis and treatment of Alzheimer's, as well as genetic factors, financial concerns, and caregiver stress. Focusing on spouses and adult children who become caregivers, it is especially effective at showing how Alzheimer's affects interpersonal relationships in these families. (27 minutes)
Item #2119 $24.95
Creating Successful Dementia Care Settings DVD’s

Whether you’re designing from the ground up or trying to improve the services of an existing facility, here is a cornucopia of techniques to make your care program more dementia-friendly. Margaret P. Calkins spearheads these resources, which describes how to integrate the physical environment, staff care practices, and residents’ needs into a complementary, holistic approach to dementia care.

Each DVD provides easy-to-implement ideas for making each facility’s care culture more supportive of individual residents. Practical, detailed information about key areas of Alzheimer’s care will enlarge your staff’s understanding of residents’ aging senses, cognitive and functional abilities, disruptive behaviors, and sense of identity.

- **Item #3051** Maximizing Cognitive & Functional Abilities 21 min $89.00
- **Item #3052** Minimizing Disruption Behavior 21 min. $89.00
- **Item #3053** Enhancing Self and Sense of Home 33 Min $89.00

**DVD’s (Fun & Entertainment)**

**Classic Television (2 DVD set)**
Relive the laughs, giggles and suspense of childhood days in the 1950’s. This DVD set includes episodes of classic television comedy, suspense and westerns, including *This is Your Life, The Danny Thomas Show, You Bet Your Life, Ozzie & Harriet* and many more. Duration 9-1/2 hours in Color and Black and White.

- **Items #3036** $15.95

**The Good Ol Days DVDs**
Model T Fords, steamboats, Burma-Shave signs and passenger trains -- come to life with these enjoyable DVDs. Viewers love the vivid and familiar images of days gone by in the informative and entertaining DVD’s. Each video features a unique story-telling style with music of the times, historic films and photographs and lively interviews with experts and ordinary Americans.

- **Available DVDs:** “Signs & Rhymes of Burma-Shave”, “Dream trains: Short Hops & Whistle Stops”, “Roadsters, Rumble seats & Country Drives”

- **Item #2045** $26.95

**Baby Love DVD**
This DVD will make you laugh out loud. It brings dozens of babies cooing, playing, giggling, and just having fun. Baby Love is a fun-filled entertaining program accompanied by music and sound effects that is guaranteed to bring hours of enjoyment.(35 minutes)

- **Item #2039D** $11.95

**A Fishy Video**
This DVD is an aquarium full of active, colorful fish mesmerizing to almost anyone. Use it as a landmark, diversion, attraction, respite video or simply a virtual aquarium – no feeding, water changes, or care needed. (190 minutes)

- **Item #2089** $15.95
Curious Kittens
Watch these cute, cuddly, furry kittens frolic and play as only kittens can. The DVD can be used in a group setting or for individual enjoyment. It’s excellent for use as a reminiscence tool or for memory enhancement. (63 minutes)
Item #2095 $15.95

Puppy Tales
Laugh at the antics of adorable puppies getting into trouble, playing and going on adventures. It’s an excellent video for use as a reminiscence tool, for memory enhancement and a great activity for anyone who loves dogs. (63 minutes)
Item #2096 $15.95

Garden Delights
Relax and enjoy the ultimate in gardening experiences. Garden Delights DVD features beautiful photos of colorful, favorite flowers - a bright, "virtual" stroll in the garden for cold or gloomy days or those who just love gardening. (120 minutes)
Item #2097 $15.95

Books: Read Along

The Sunshine on My Face
A lovely picture book, big enough to fit across two laps. Each page features a single sentence beginning with the words "I love" and then describes a universally pleasant experience. For those in the middle and later stages of Alzheimer’s here’s a book that can penetrate the fog of the disease. Author: Lydia Burdick (19 pp., hardback)
Item #2195 $19.95

Wishing On a Star
You won't find a simpler way to interact meaningfully and enjoyably with someone with memory impairment! The cheerful, engaging illustrations and straightforward text describe favorite activities and experiences that fill each person's day. Author: Lydia Burdick (25 pp., hardback)
Item #2290 $19.95

Happy New Year to You!
This book celebrates each month of the year with colorful illustrations and short, easy to read two lap book. Each page is intended to spark discussion and memories of happy times and experiences. Author: Lydia Burdick (22 pp., hardback)
Item #2241 $19.95

Let’s Look Together
A simple, yet very pleasurable interactive book with page after page of color photographs intended to reach out and grab the viewer’s interest and memories. Pictures are mostly of children. Author: Rae-Lynn Cebul (58 pp., softback)
Item #2299 $28.95
Verses From the Bible
Verses from the Bible offers page after page of beautiful stained glass illustrations with your favorite, thought stimulating verses from the Bible. The book is full of high contrast, colorful pictures and large print text to make it easy to read, enjoy and follow. (49 pp., hardback, spiral bound)
Item #2153 $12.95

Favorite Hymns
Favorite Hymns - From "Amazing Grace" to "What a Friend," this book has large print easy to read verses from twenty four of the most popular hymns. It is beautifully illustrated and lies flat for easy following. (49 pp., hardback, spiral bound)
Item #2154 $12.95

A Walk in the Garden
Filled with familiar verse and poetry, this lay-flat book features a single inspiration sentence in large, easy-to-read print and large colorful illustrations. A single inspirations per page. (41 pp., hardback, spiral bound)
Item #2311 $12.95

Remembering the Life of Jesus
A multisensory book that provides a remarkable way to restore the joy of worship into the lives of people dementia. Pictures, scriptures, and objects to touch and smell combine to stimulate the mind and heart. The included DVD includes instructions for use. (32 pp., softback, spiral bound)
Item #2244 $29.95

Books: Activity/Entertainment

Big Book of Alzheimer’s Activities
The Big Book of Alzheimer’s Activities Volumes 3 and 4 are a comprehensive array of highly creative and entertaining activities that make it easy to laugh and participate. Each volume contains more than 100 activities with a large variety of formats and topics. Author: Jill Hernandez (125 pp., softback)
Item #2321(Vol 3 or Vol 4) $29.95

Montessori-Based Activities for People with Dementia Vol II
This book introduces stimulating interesting and challenging activities that can be performed successfully to help persons with dementia. Tasks are specially designed to exercise motor and cognitive skills taking advantage of familiar abilities involving hobbies, household chores and more. Authors: Jennifer Brush, Cameron Camp (96 pp., softback, spiral bound)
Item #2187 $49.95

The Big Holiday Book for Seniors
Features easy-to-use clip art, craft projects, door decorations, party favors, name tags, place cards, trivia games, pictures to color that relate to dozens of holidays that take place throughout the year A wealth of great ideas and activities for activity directors, day care centers and families. Authors: B. Countryman, G. Grimm, T. Meister (200 pp., softback)
Item #2271 $21.95
**Gentlemen’s Gatherings**
Gentlemen's Gatherings is an activity workbook just for men, topics deal with "guy stuff" from automobiles to camping. Full of suggestions for games, activities and questions like "Did you ever double date in a car or run out gas on a date?" Author: Ann Schafer (44 pp., softback)

Item #2196 $8.95

**Daily Doses of Nostalgia for Each Season**
Each page of these softback books contains information about an extraordinary person, place or event that happened on that day of the year. Use these books to generate interesting conversations - a great learning and activity tool for seniors. **Available in Winter, Spring, Summer & Fall.** (Each book has 185 or more pages, softback)

Item #2253 (Sold Separately) $14.95

**Everyday Fashions**
As Pictured in Sears Catalogs Prepare to be transported back into a Norman Rockwell America with pages straight from actual Sears catalogs. Men’s, women’s and children’s clothes of the era – the prices may have changed, but the memories remain the same. **Available in decades 30s, 40s, 50s, & 60s.** (Each book has 95 or more pages, softback)

Item #2206 (Sold Separately) $14.95

**Hollywood Glamour Portraits**
This book features 145 black & white, glamour photographs of the most famous Hollywood stars of the 1920s, 30s and 40s. Windows into a by-gone era of glamour, beauty and mystique each page shows a still life shot for a major motion picture, sure to be recognized and sure to bring back wonderful memories. (160 pp., softback)

Item #2207 $15.95

**Mothballs in My Attic**
A unique fill-in-the-blank workbook, with pages of thought-provoking, simple questions designed to stimulate memories of childhood days, family life and growing up. A wonderful tool for group and individual activities, life review and prompts for conversation, the book will encourage smiles and memories. Author: Cindy O'Neill (32 pp., softback, spiral bound)

Item #2240 $19.95

**Strengthen Your Mind: Volumes I and II (Sold Separately)**
Volumes I & II are designed for people in the early stages of memory loss. These books tackle feature matching, fill-in-the-blanks, and brainstorming activities allowing seniors to test their memory on a variety of topics, including advertising slogans, heroes and heroines, famous movies, national landmarks, and much more. Authors: Kristin Einberger and Janelle Sellick. (Each book has over 85 activities, softback)

Item #2250 $33.95

**A Loving Voice Vol I and II**
A Caregiver's Book of Read-Aloud Stories for the Elderly is a collection of 56 very special short stories and poems perfectly suited for adults with dementia. Authors: Edited by Carolyn Banks and Janis Rizzo. (Volumes I (283 pp.) and II (267 pp.) sold separately, softback)

Item #2208 $24.95
### Connect with Color
This coloring book is composed of removable, reproducible, one-sided, heavy-bond pages, each featuring a simple line drawing focusing on a specific holiday or activity topic. These easy, well-designed pages offer excellent, adult subject line drawings to color and turn into works of art, pride and accomplishment. (36 pp., softback)

**Item #2298**  
**$12.95**

### Adult Coloring Books (set of 5) for Men and Women
These Adult Coloring Books offer intricate line drawings of topics that appeal to every interest. They are not cartoons of snowmen, simple animals or daffy characters. They are ready-to-color, fine line drawings with a moderate amount of detail, perhaps best suited for those in the early or middle stages of the disease. For the artist or person who loves to doodle, draw or color, they are perfect. Each set (sold separately)

**Item #2205**  
**$20.95**

### Reminiscing Through the 20th Century Activity Books
These Activity Books were created just for seniors experiencing mild to moderate memory loss. Each is a journey through time, tapping into one’s long term memory and focusing on life events – from the nineteen twenties to the present. Difficulty rating: Easy (with provided clues) to moderately challenging. **Available:** Fill-in Puzzles, Word Search, Crossword Puzzles and Brain Teasers. (56 pp., softback)

**Item #2293** (Sold Separately)  
**$9.95**

### A Different Visit
Activity book for people with dementia based on the Montessori Techniques of Dementia Programming. The book features ideas to recapture the enjoyment of a visit – stimulating conversation and making each encounter more enjoyable than the last. Some Topics include games & puzzles, rhythm & melody, hand exercises and stimulating the senses. Authors: A. Joltin, C. Camp, B. Noble, V. Antenucci (118 pp., softback, spiral bound)

**Item #2230**  
**$39.95**

### Gentlemen’s Club
Among the toughest products to find in the field of dementia are those for men. It’ll keep them busy, trigger great conversations and memories. It is just full of great ideas that only men can appreciate and enjoy. The book is full of "guy" ideas, puzzles and activity suggestions for families and activity directors. Author: Sharon Thompson.  
(64 pp., softback)

**Item #2300**  
**$9.95**

### Round Table Readers
These 18-page booklets feature large print stories about popular topics with questions at the end. They are designed for people with dementia, intended to stimulate thoughts and memories. Each page offers only three of four sentences and a cue at the end reading, "Next Reader, Please." Popular titles include: The Birth of the Chocolate Chip Cookie, Gene Kelly, Lady Liberty and many more. (18 pp., softback)

**Item #2106** (18 to choose from, sold separately)  
**$5.95**

### Through the Seasons
This color picture book is divided into themes representing the four seasons. Each section describes several multi-sensory experiences along with related topics for discussion to elicit memories and encourage new positive associations. Authors: Cynthia R. Green, Ph.D., and Joan Beloff, ACC, ALA, (39 pp, hardback)

**Item #2270**  
**$20.95**
MYREWARDS - REAP THE REWARDS WITH EVERY PURCHASE

Every time you make a purchase at The Alzheimer's Store, you'll receive points for the product(s) you purchase based on your total purchase amount. It's a great way to save on your next purchase whether it's for you or someone special.

Here's how it works:
1. Once you've placed your order and it has shipped, your MyRewards Points will be redeemable immediately.
2. Each time you make a purchase, you will receive 1 point for every $10.00 spent redeemable in 50 point increments.
3. To view your MyRewards, simply go to MyRewards.
4. Enter the total amount (in points) you'd like to redeem below (X points = $X).
5. You're now ready to save on your next purchase. Upon placing your order, your available MyRewards will automatically be deducted from the total purchase amount.
   Available Points: 0
   Pending Points: 0

JOIN THE ALZHEIMER’S STORE AFFILIATE PROGRAM

If you are interested in earning commissions on sales you generate, then this program is for you…

Our unique affiliate program allows you to generate income, with little work by you. The purpose of affiliate marketing is to use one web site to drive traffic to another site. We have developed the tools you need to be successful. You will receive your own unique URL which will automatically track all sales you generate. We will provide you with our banner logo to be placed on the top or side area of your web site's home page. When viewers visit your site and click on the image, it will direct them to our site.

Remember you are an extension of our online brand so if you are chosen to participate in our affiliate marketing program, you are top ranked!

Be on your way to success today, sign up now!

FREE HOME SAFETY EVALUATION

In addition to providing you with outstanding products and educational resources in the management of your loved ones daily care, The Alzheimer’s Store has advanced one step further by bringing to you a certified group of contractors that will “Alzheimer’s Proof Your Home.”

Each contractor is licensed and insured and has successfully met the criteria to be listed on our website as an Alzheimer's Certified Contractor. By clicking on your state and county and/or zip code, you can choose an Alzheimer’s Certified Contractor closest to your area. Contact them direct and begin your evaluation, FREE OF CHARGE, covering suggestions on how to Alzheimer’s proof your home.

The Alzheimer's Store is proud to announce a cause marketing affiliation with the Alzheimer's Association.

For every purchase, the Alzheimer Store will contribute 1% of the gross sales price to the Alzheimer’s Association, a non-for-profit 501 (c) (3) organization. This contribution is not tax deductible.

The Alzheimer’s Association does not endorse any of The Alzheimer's Store products. The Alzheimer’s Store will not receive any compensation from the Alzheimer’s Association for or relating to this promotion.
About These Products
Alzheimer's disease poses serious and baffling challenges for the individual with AD, their caregiver, family and professionals. It is a disease of the brain, being dealt with by both the person with Alzheimer's and the caregiver - brain versus brain. And it is not the caregiver, with the healthy brain, who always wins. Challenging behaviors, unexpected reactions, personality changes, wandering and constant change are just some of the obstacles faced repeatedly - day after day.

The products in the Alzheimer's Store represent years of research and working with patients and caregivers. These are the very best and most dependable products available, at the best prices, addressing many disease-related issues. In certain cases, when products do not yet exist, we will work with manufacturers to create them. And if you cannot find a product that you are looking for in the Alzheimer's Store, please call us - in many cases, if we do not carry it, we can tell you where to find it.

Don't Be Mistaken
There is nothing shallow, childish or simple about any of the products in the Alzheimer's Store. In fact, most are quite deep, doing much more than they may seem. Upon investigation and discovering the underlying benefits reveals the result of years of research into Alzheimer's - the recognition of challenges consistent with the disease and searches for products to help people with this disease.

Each day we hear from caregivers and families whose lives have been changed by this disease, but also whose lives have also been changed by the products we have found and have to offer. Please let us hear from you. We'd love to hear your stories.

Tell Us about Products That You Discover
As you browse through this catalog, there are sure to be other products you just wish you could find - tell us. We may know where to get them, and we would be happy to tell you.

You might also wonder how we find the products in this catalog. They are the result of long hours of searching and work, and plenty of helpful, knowledgeable friends, caregivers and professionals in the healthcare field, including people like yourself. So if you happen to run across a product that has served you or your loved one well or addressed a unique challenge, we would love to know about it. Send your suggestions to The Alzheimer’s Store Customer Service Team at contact@alzstore.com.

You Are Not Alone
Currently it is estimated that there are more than 5.4 million Americans diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease. This does not count people with mild cognitive impairment, those who have been misdiagnosed and those with any one of many other progressive, degenerative neurological disorders. Yet everybody is different and each person travels the journey differently.

Our goal is to provide you with the latest products and resources to guide you in your journey with Alzheimer’s and Dementia.

Healthcare Products LLC
420 Osierfield Drive
Fitzgerald, GA 31750
800.752.3238
Email: contact@alzstore.com

Please order through our web site www.alzstore.com or feel free to contact us at 800.752.3238 from 9-5 Monday thru Friday EST.
Healthcare Products, LLC  
420 Osierfield Drive  
Fitzgerald, GA  31750

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To place an order, use one of the following options:
- Visit our website at [www.alzstore.com](http://www.alzstore.com)
- Call us toll-free at 1-800-752-3238
- Email order form to: orders@alzstore.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code #</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Subtotal  
Code Discount  
Tax (GA & FL)  
Shipping  
Total